
Project：DOJO Office Headquarter Berlin  

Design Team：UNDPLUS 

Size：200 m²   

Location：BERLIN, GERMANY 

 

Feature： 

Project - Nestled within the historic walls of a former church in Berlin's Kreuzberg district, 

the new DOJO Office Headquarter emerges as a contemporary design marvel by UNDPLUS. 

This transformative project seamlessly bridges the sacred existing architecture with a 

modern, minimalist aesthetic, forging a harmonious dialogue between past and present. 

 

At the heart of the office lies a striking cubic seating area adorned with sleek black upholstery 

and vibrant slime green accents - a bold nod to DOJO's corporate identity. This central 

gathering space is enveloped by a symmetrical dome, paying homage to the building's 

original sacred context while introducing a contemporary flair. 

 

One of the project's standout features is the ingenious zoning of the kitchen area, which 

not only enhances functionality but also improves acoustics. Custom-made metal frames 

delineate the sleek black kitchen from a separate dining and meeting zone, while integrated 

soundproof panels foster a tranquil working atmosphere for employees. 

 

UNDPLUS' design prowess extends to the monochromatic bathroom facilities, where epoxy 

flooring and tiled walls in a vibrant slime green hue create a visually arresting contrast 

against black accents. The lighting, a collaborative effort with the Kyiv-based design brand 

+kouple and DOJO, introduces a bespoke slime green pendant lamp, serving as an eye-

catching centerpiece in the kitchen. 

 

Through thoughtful material choices, geometric forms, and strategic color accents, 

UNDPLUS has crafted a truly unique office environment that pays homage to its historic 

setting while embracing a distinctly contemporary design language. 



Design Team - Founded in Berlin in 2009, UNDPLUS has rapidly established itself as a 

multidisciplinary creative force in the architectural and design realm. Led by Jan Baumann 

and Arun Markus in Berlin, alongside Hanne Hallwaß spearheading the Munich office, this 

innovative practice seamlessly blends architecture, interior design, and brand experiences. 

 

UNDPLUS's mission is rooted in crafting unique, functional, and emotionally resonant spatial 

environments tailored for both people and brands, be it for temporary installations or 

permanent structures. Their comprehensive expertise spans offices, interiors, event venues, 

trade show exhibits, pop-ups, flagship stores, gastronomy projects, and showrooms, among 

other typologies. 

 

With a 360-degree approach, UNDPLUS excels as a partner through all project phases, from 

conceptual sketches and design development to detailed planning, execution, and final 

delivery. Their interdisciplinary team, comprising creative visionaries and architects, adeptly 

navigates complex project workflows while coordinating all stakeholders involved. 

 

Deeply rooted in urban culture and contemporary lifestyles, UNDPLUS deftly merges 

architecture, design, events, live communication, international art, and lifestyle influences, 

drawing inspiration from their well-established global network to curate immersive spatial 

experiences that resonate with today's zeitgeist. 


